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Abstract

This position paper considers several existing relational database rule languages with a focus
on exploring the fundamental di�erences between deductive and active databases. We �nd that
deductive and active databases do not form two discernible classes, but rather they delineate two
ends of a spectrum of database rule languages. We claim that this spectrum also corresponds
to a notion of abstraction level, with deductive rule languages at a higher level and active rule
languages at a lower level.

1 Introduction

Research on incorporating rule processing into database systems historically has been divided into

two distinct areas: deductive databases and active databases. In deductive databases, logic pro-

gramming style rules are used to provide a more powerful user interface than that provided by most

database query languages [CGT90, Ull89]. In active databases, production style rules are used to

provide automatic execution of database operations in response to certain events and/or conditions

[DW92]. We claim that although some database rule languages are clearly classi�able as either

deductive or active, there is no obvious delineation between the two types of languages.

We support our claim by considering six relational database rule languages prominent in the

literature: Datalog [Ull89], RDL [KdMS90], A-RDL [SKdM92], Ariel [Han89, Han92], Starburst

[WCL91, WF90], and Postgres [SJGP90]. We believe that these six rule languages form a spectrum

along a \deductive to active axis", as shown in Figure 1. We also believe that the same spectrum

describes the level of abstraction of these database rule languages, with deductive to active rule

languages ranging accordingly from a higher level to a lower level.

In Section 2 we introduce a generic notation for database rules and a generic rule processing

algorithm. In Sections 3{8 we expand these generic concepts to describe each of the six rule lan-

guages. We begin with Datalog, which we view as the \most deductive" language, and we end with

Postgres, which we view as the \most active" language. It will be seen that the description of each

language requires only small revisions to the description of the previous language, substantiating

our claim that these languages form a spectrum rather than two distinct classes. Furthermore, as

we move along the spectrum from deductive to active, we note that in general each rule language
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DEDUCTIVE : : : : : : ACTIVE

higher level : : : : : : lower level

j|||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||j

Datalog : : : RDL : : : A-RDL : : : Ariel : : : Starburst : : : Postgres

Figure 1: Spectrum of Database Rule Languages

includes more constructs than the previous language but also requires more behavior to be speci�ed

explicitly by the rule programmer. This leads to our claim that deductive rule languages provide

a higher level of abstraction than active rule languages.1 In Section 9 we draw conclusions and

discuss implications of our claims.

It is important to note that in considering the six database rule languages we focus only on the

\essence" of each language. That is, we consider features that have a direct bearing on whether

the language should be considered as deductive or active, i.e. features such as basic language

constructs and rule processing semantics, while we ignore features that have little or no bearing

on the deductive versus active question, i.e. features such as syntax, minor semantic restrictions,

assignment to variables, rule ordering, relationship to database transactions, etc. Note also that

we sidestep the issue of whether these languages should be considered as declarative or procedural.2

2 Generic Framework

In all rule languages, each rule consists of at least some form of antecedent and some form of conse-

quent. In addition, rules in the database context sometimes include an activator. (We speci�cally

avoid terms such as head, body, event, condition, action, trigger, etc., since these often are associated

with a particular database rule language paradigm.) Hence, we use the following generic notation

for database rules, where square brackets indicate optionality:

[ Activator ; ] Antecedent; Consequent

The generic interpretation of such a rule is: \ [ when the Activator ] if the Antecedent then the

Consequent ", and a generic algorithm for processing a set of such rules is:

repeat until steps 1{2 can have no e�ect:

1. �nd a rule r [ that is activated ] whose antecedent is true

2. ensure r's consequent

1An analogy can be drawn with programming languages, where there are high-level languages with few constructs,

such as Lisp, low-level languages with many constructs, such as assembly code, and \in-between" languages such as C.

2Actually, it is our belief that here too the languages form a spectrum|with \more declarative" towards the left

of Figure 1 and \more procedural" towards the right|but the notions of declarative and procedural are fuzzy enough

in this context that we prefer to avoid the issue.
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We expand these generic concepts for our six database rule languages, considering the languages

in left-to-right order along the spectrum of Figure 1.

3 Datalog

In Datalog, rules do not include activators. The antecedent of a Datalog rule corresponds to a

query over the database that produces a set of tuples. The consequent of a Datalog rule states that

the tuples produced by the antecedent are in a speci�ed relation in the database. Thus, a Datalog

rule has the form:

Query producing t's ; t's are in relation R

The interpretation of a set of Datalog rules is based on a �xpoint semantics [Ull89]; it can be

described by the following variation on our generic rule processing algorithm:

repeat until steps 1{2 can have no e�ect:

1. �nd a rule r whose antecedent produces tuples

2. ensure that the tuples are present in r's consequent relation

(In the repeat clause, \no e�ect" here means that no rule produces tuples in step 1 or no executions

of step 2 add tuples to the consequent relation.) In an actual implementation there are many

alternatives and optimizations to this rule processing approach, but they do not a�ect the semantics

of the language. Note that the relations in the consequents of Datalog rules often are not actually

stored in the database (i.e. they are intensional or virtual), but this too is not an inherent property

of the rule language.

4 RDL

RDL rules are identical to Datalog rules except that the consequent of an RDL rule is a sequence,

where each element of the sequence speci�es either that the tuples produced by the antecedent are

in a speci�ed relation or that the tuples produced by the antecedent are not in a speci�ed relation.

Thus, an RDL rule has the form:

Query producing t's ; t's are in relation R1

t's are not in relation R2

� � �

t's are in relation R
n

The processing of RDL rules is described using the following slight variation on the rule processing

algorithm given for Datalog:
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repeat until steps 1{2 can have no e�ect:

1. �nd a rule r whose antecedent produces tuples

2. for each element in r's consequent:

ensure that the tuples are present or absent in the speci�ed relation

Hence, we see that the only signi�cant di�erence between RDL and Datalog is that RDL allows

rule consequents to specify both the presence and absence of tuples.3

5 A-RDL

A-RDL is described as \an extension of RDL with active capabilities" (corroborating our claim that

we are moving along the spectrum from deductive to active rule languages). The A-RDL language

is identical to RDL except that queries in A-RDL rule antecedents may refer to delta relations in

addition to normal database relations. There are three delta relations|inserted, deleted, and

updated|associated with each database relation. Thus, an A-RDL rule has the form:

Query� producing t's ; t's are in relation R1

t's are not in relation R2

� � �
t's are in relation Rn

where Query� denotes that the Query may refer to delta relations. The rule processing algorithm

for A-RDL is identical to that for RDL, except that rule processing occurs with respect to a

previous database state S as well as the current state (intuitively, S corresponds to the database

state preceding some set of modi�cations):

S  some previous database state

repeat until steps 1{2 can have no e�ect:

1. �nd a rule r whose antecedent produces tuples according to S

2. for each element in r's consequent:

ensure that the tuples are present or absent in the speci�ed relation

In step 1 rule antecedents may refer to delta relations; for each database relation, the three delta

relations associated with it contain the tuples that have been inserted, deleted, and updated between

previous state S and the current state.

Hence, we see that the only signi�cant di�erence between A-RDL and RDL is that A-RDL rules

are considered with respect to a database state transition along with the current database state

and they may refer to this state transition in their antecedent.

3This is very similar to suggested extensions of Datalog as described in, e.g., [AS91].
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6 Ariel

In Ariel there are two forms of rules: rules without activators, called pattern-based rules, and rules

with activators, called event-based rules. For convenience, we refer to these two forms of rules as

Ariel-p and Ariel-e respectively. Along our deductive-to-active axis, Ariel-p lies to the deductive

(left) side of Ariel-e, so we consider Ariel-p �rst.

6.1 Ariel-p

Syntactically, the antecedent of an Ariel-p rule is a query over the database, as in Datalog and

RDL. However, the interpretation of an Ariel-p antecedent is that the query produces tuples by

systematically replacing each normal database relation referenced in the query by a combination

of delta relations inserted and updated.4 Ariel-p includes a mechanism whereby this feature

can be circumvented, i.e. entire relations are used. Therefore, the antecedents of Ariel-p rules are

very similar to the antecedents of A-RDL rules, except Ariel-p rules cannot refer to delta relation

deleted.

The consequent of an Ariel-p rule is a sequence of set-oriented relational database modi�ca-

tion commands (insert, delete, and update). The tuples produced by the antecedent may be

referenced in these commands along with normal database relations. Thus, an Ariel-p rule has the

form:

Query� producing t's ; DB-Mod1(t's) � � � DB-Modn(t's)

where DB-Mod(t's) denotes a database modi�cation command that may reference the tuples pro-

duced by the antecedent.

The rule processing algorithm for Ariel-p is identical to that for A-RDL, except a di�erent

notion of previous state is used for evaluating delta relations, and more complex consequents are

executed:

S  some previous database state

repeat until steps 1{2 can have no e�ect:

1. �nd a rule r whose antecedent produces tuples according to previous state S0

2. execute each command in r's consequent using the tuples from step 1

State S0 in step 1 is S if it is the �rst time rule r is selected during rule processing; otherwise S0

is the database state from the last time rule r was selected. (One additional slight di�erence in

Ariel-p, as well as in the remaining languages discussed below, is that \no e�ect" in the repeat

statement means only that no rule produces tuples in step 1, independent of step 2.)

4This interpretation ensures that the antecedent is satis�ed if and only if it is satis�ed by \new" data, similar to

expert systems rule languages such as OPS5 [BFKM85].
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Hence, we see that the most signi�cant di�erence between Ariel-p and A-RDL is that the

consequents in Ariel-p rules are more general. Less signi�cant di�erences are that Ariel-p cannot

reference deleted, and that the two languages use a di�erent notion of previous state for delta

relations.

6.2 Ariel-e

Rules in Ariel-e are identical to rules in Ariel-p except Ariel-e rules include activators. The activator

in an Ariel-e rule is either I(R), D(R), or U(R), corresponding to insertions, deletions, or updates

on a relation R. Thus, an Ariel-e rule has the form:

I(R) j D(R) j U(R) ; Query� producing t's ; DB-Mod1(t's) � � � DB-Modn(t's)

As in Ariel-p, delta relations are referenced implicitly in rule antecedents. However, in Ariel-e only

references to relation R (from the activator) implicitly reference delta relations, and they implicitly

reference only the delta relation corresponding to the activator's operation. For example, in the

antecedent and consequent of a rule with activator D(R), references to R implicitly reference delta

relation deleted for R.

The rule processing algorithm for Ariel-e is a slight variation on the rule processing algorithm

for Ariel-p, taking activation into account:

S  some previous database state

repeat until steps 1{2 can have no e�ect:

1. �nd a rule r that is activated according to previous state S0 and whose

antecedent produces tuples according to S0

2. execute each command in r's consequent using the tuples from step 1

State S0 is the same in Ariel-e as in Ariel-p. In step 1, a rule is activated if and only if the delta

relation corresponding to its activator is non-empty.

Hence, we see that the most signi�cant di�erence between Ariel-e and Ariel-p is that Ariel-e

has the additional requirement of activation based on non-empty delta relations. A less signi�cant

di�erence is that Ariel-e can implicitly reference deleted, while Ariel-p cannot.

7 Starburst

Starburst rules are very similar to Ariel-e, although there are several minor di�erences:5 A Starburst

rule may specify the disjunction of multiple activators. A Starburst rule references delta relations

corresponding to the rule's activator(s) explicitly rather than implicitly, and its consequent may

not reference antecedent tuples but may reference delta relations. A Starburst rule consequent

5Some of these di�erences are particularly good examples of one language (Starburst) providing more constructs

than the other (Ariel), but also requiring more behavior to be speci�ed explicitly by the rule programmer.
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may include database retrieval commands as well as database modi�cation commands. Thus, a

Starburst rule has the form:

[ I(R) ] [D(R) ] [U(R) ] ; Query� ; DB-Command 1
�
� � � DB-Commandn

�

where at least one activator is speci�ed and DB-Command� denotes a database retrieval or modi-

�cation command that may reference delta relations. The rule processing algorithm for Starburst

is a very slight variation on the rule processing algorithm for Ariel-e:

S  some previous database state

repeat until steps 1{2 can have no e�ect:

1. �nd a rule r that is activated according to previous state S0 and whose

antecedent produces tuples according to S0

2. execute each command in r's consequent according to previous state S0

State S0 is the same in Starburst as in Ariel-e.

Hence, we see that there are no signi�cant di�erences between Starburst and Ariel-e.

8 Postgres

Like Starburst and Ariel-e, Postgres rules have activators. The activator of a Postgres rule includes

the same alternatives as Starburst and Ariel-e with the addition of S(R), corresponding to data

retrieval (or \Selection") on a relation R. Postgres rules do not include disjunction of activators

as in Starburst. A Postgres antecedent is a query that may explicitly reference the delta relation

corresponding to the rule's activator, and a Postgres consequent is a sequence of data modi�cation

and retrieval commands that also may explicitly reference this delta relation. A Postgres conse-

quent may include \instead", indicating that the consequent commands should be executed from a

previous database state rather than from the current state (see below). Thus, a Postgres rule has

the form:

I(R) j D(R) j U(R) j S(R) ; Query� ; [ instead ] DB-Command 1
�
� � � DB-Commandn

�

The rule processing algorithm for Postgres is a slight variation on the rule processing algorithm for

Starburst:

S  immediate previous database state

repeat until steps 1{2 can have no e�ect:

1. �nd a rule r that is activated according to previous state S and whose

antecedent produces tuples according to S

2. execute each command in r's consequent according to previous state S

Note that here S is de�ned speci�cally to be the \immediate previous state"|the state preceding

the most recent (tuple-level) operation. One implication of this is that when commands are executed
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in step 2 the rule processing algorithm is called recursively rather than iteratively. We feel that the

recursive versus iterative issue, although important, is orthogonal to the deductive versus active

issue. Also note that in step 2, when a rule consequent includes \instead", the notion of executing

commands according to previous state S also indicates executing the commands from state S.

Hence, we see that the only signi�cant di�erences between Postgres and Starburst are that

Postgres includes a data retrieval activator and that Postgres consequents may specify execution

from a previous state.

9 Conclusions and Implications

In summary, using a generic framework we have described the essential features of six important

database rule languages. Our descriptions began with Datalog, which is considered to be a typical

deductive database rule language; by making only incremental changes in each step we proceeded

to describe RDL, A-RDL, Ariel, Starburst, and �nally Postgres, which is considered to be a typical

active database rule language. The fact that we were able to traverse smoothly from Datalog to

Postgres indicates that database rule languages form a spectrum rather than two distinct classes.

Through our rule language descriptions it can be observed that, in general, each language

provides more features than the previous language. In particular, along the spectrum from deductive

to active languages we see the addition of:

� A notion of database state transition, including the ability to reference state transitions in

more and more complicated ways

� More and more powerful operations in rule consequents

� A notion of rule activator, with more and more complicated activators allowed

One feature that appears to be lost when moving from deductive to active rule languages is a

notion of passing data from the antecedent to the consequent of rules. However, it can be seen that

in the more active rule languages, although data from a rule's antecedent is not implicitly operated

on by the rule's consequent, the same e�ect can be achieved by using the powerful rule consequents

and delta relations provided by these languages. This is one (important) instance of our general

observation that in the more deductive rule languages certain behavior is implicit while the same

behavior must be speci�ed explicitly in the more active rule languages, i.e. deductive rule languages

provide a higher level of abstraction than active rule languages.

Given our claim that the more deductive rule languages (i.e. languages towards the left of the

spectrum) are at a higher level than the more active rule languages (i.e. languages towards the right

of the spectrum), it should be possible to translate rules in a language L into rules in a language L0,

where L0 lies to the right of L on the spectrum. That is, it should be possible to use a lower-level

rule language as the target language of a compiler for a higher-level rule language. By examining

the descriptions in Sections 3{8 it is evident that, with the exception of a few �ne points, such
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compilation is indeed possible. In fact, as a complete example of this, a compiler from Datalog to

Starburst is described in [CW92].6

To conclude, in designing a database rule system we do not believe that a choice must be made

between deductive and active paradigms, but rather a point must be chosen along a spectrum of

database rule languages. The appropriate point depends on the desired level of abstraction and

the desired suite of features provided by the rule language. We close by noting that we have

considered relational database rule languages only; in an object-oriented setting the distinction

between deductive and active database rule languages may be even fuzzier and more complex.
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